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immigration is one of the most important parts thing for a country, given the
dutties and responsibilities which owned immigration was very determine “in and
out” indonesian people or foreign people. Everytime, indonesian people and
foreign people able to “in and out” from indonesia territory must be dealing with
the immigration first to get pasport, stay and visited licence, visa, deadline stay
licence, department stay licence, diplomatic licence, and stay licence. Immigration
law is the part of law system which valid in indonesia, eventhough it is subsystem
from administration country law. As a subsystem law. It’s important as
immigration aspect in regulation life political will get to look at “in and out”
setting “from and to” in indonesia’s territory generally and in particular at south
lampung regency.

This scription research used juridical normative approach which it do with
examine carefully method in secondary list like material law primary and
secondary. Analysis the list and information, it was do by way of qualitative
juridical.

Based on result of  research and discussion, in law towards stay and visited
licence abuse able to do with some method like criminalitation, eviction,
prevention, and preventive.

Kind of factors the cause of unauthorized happen immigration licence are the own
law factor, lawyer factor, factor means and facilities to support law enforcement,
community and cultural factors.

In this thing, judge which seldom to valid is deportasion or eviction, because
politician and economi told way that made immigration consider more practice
and eficiently. Except the problem of abuse licence about the spread of drug,
terrorism, and trafickking, therefore by way of general court that should run, so
that arouses scared to foreign people which doing the criminal action in
immigration.
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